Thank you for ensuring
that our Matan Institute
conference ended with a
bang! My only complaint
is that we didn’t meet
you sooner! So glad that
we were introduced.
You are OUTSTANDING!
~ The Matan Institute

Award-winning Author & International Speaker
Innovates, Motivates, and Inspires!
As the founder of Order Out of Chaos, a coaching and consulting firm specializing in chronic
disorganization and student issues, Leslie brings more than a decade’s worth of professional experience
working one-on-one with her clients to her speaking engagements. Known for her content-rich and
interactive presentations, she uses her “Tales from the Trenches” and trademark “Triple T’s” (tips, tools
and techniques), to untangle such complex and emotionally-charged subjects as Kicking Procrastination
to the Curb or Time Management Skills for Teens to name a few. Whether making a keynote address or
leading a workshop, members of parent and professional groups, all come away from Leslie’s
appearances better equipped to understand and meet the challenges confronting them.
A respected expert on ADHD and executive functioning in students, Leslie Josel has conducted
workshops and keynotes internationally for many groups and organizations, including The Matan
Institute, Morgan Stanley’s “Family Forum” program, and the American Association of Diabetes
Educators.

For Leslie's full list of speaking topics for educators and parent organizations, please visit:
www.orderoochaos.com
10:00PM: Don’t You Have Homework to Do? Organizing and Time Management Strategies for Student
Success - Leslie will open the door to the world of organization and time management, what it really
means, why they are life skills and not just school skills and why your student doesn’t get it. Learn
innovative and out-of-the box tips, tools and techniques that provide guidance for parents looking to
help their student understand, develop and implement these essential life skills.

Just got home from
attending your
presentation and I must
say you are amazing!
Your energy, passion
and love of what you do
was truly present
tonight. Special thank
you to Sherri from the
Spotted Zebra for
bringing you to Albany!
- Shaker Road School
District
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www.facebook.com
/orderoutofchaos
www.youtube.com/
user
/orderoochaos

Late, Lost & Lagging Behind: Demystifying Executive Functions - Executive function skills are so
connected to how our students learn and act. Leslie will break down Executive Functions and explain
how they control EVERYTHING we do. She will explain how they affect our students and provide
practical strategies and solutions to help conquer organization, time management and focusing
weaknesses.
Kick Procrastination to the Curb: Tools to Get You or Your Student Unstuck and Started - Leslie will delve
deep into the different types of procrastination, how “mood” is one of the leading causes
of procrastination and how techniques like “time travel’ and “define and assign” can help you get
unstuck and started. She will share real solutions and strategies to help your group or your student
initiate, sustain effort and use their environment for motivation.

Book Leslie for Your Next Event! info@orderoochaos.com 914-420-6643
Leslie is an award-winning author, internationally acclaimed speaker and an award-winning entrepreneur
for special needs programs. She is also the creator of the award winning Academic Planner: A Tool for
Time Management™.
Leslie brought “Order Out of Chaos” to life from a very personal mission. She is the mother of a teen
with ADHD and other learning challenges. She founded her company with the mission of providing
professional time management and coaching services, and family education to others. Her educational
products and books are created for individuals to help them bring “order out of chaos” to their lives.

